Homework Challenges P6,7
2016 – 2017
Term Three
Spelling
Use your spelling words to say, write, make or do any of the following:
- 60 second challenge
- Hangman
- Spelling picture
- Newspaper words
- Guess the letter
French
Make a poster showing all the ways to describe the following in French:
- Hello / Goodbye
- Feelings
- Your name
- Your age
- Your birthday
Reading / Writing
Research, draw or write about the animals we have been learning about for the
Amazing Animals Brilliant Science competition (see the back of this sheet)
Do the following tasks for any text you are reading:
- Describe the main characters
- Design a new front cover
- Illustrate your favourite scene and explain why
- Create a cartoon strip or find another way to summarise the story
Digital literacies – use your passwords to play any of the following resources online:
- Duolinguo
- Sumdog
- One Note
- Tig tag
- Read Theory
Maths
- Imagine you are having a birthday party for 10 people. You have £100 to
spend on anything you need. How would you spend it?
- If you have learned how to, make a scale drawing of your bedroom.
Outdoor Learning
- Build a snowman or snow/woodland structure. Measure the circumference
and the height. How much snow or different materials did you use? How do
you know?
- Animals tunnel through the snow and sometimes you can find these tunnels.
Try tunnelling through the snow yourself! You can make a tunnel to fit you or
maybe imagine you are a small creature and make a tiny tunnel. Where will it
go? Why does it go there? What type of hazards will you meet? How will you
stay safe?
- Develop a story using the tunnelling, as your starting point. Remember to
write in sentences and include capital letters, full stops and adjectives.

